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あらまし プログラマブル遅延素子 (PDE)を利用したポストシリコンチューニングは、製造ばらつきの遅延への

影響を解消するための重要な技術となっている。本研究は、チャネル長分割方式に基づいた新しい PDEを提案し、

従来のインバーターチェーン方式の PDEと比較して、提案 PDEが低消費電力性と低ばらつき性に優れているこ

とを示す。さらに、PDEを伴うクロック木のモデルにおいて、多段階遅延調整 PDEを伴う DLLにより、フリッ

プフロップ対間のスキューを調整するポストシリコンチューニング手法を提案する。実験では、提案手法は、PDE

そのものに遅延ばらつきが生じた場合でも高い調整能力を持つことを示した。さらに、提案手法は柔軟性を有し、

ピーク電流を抑制するためのスキュー分配手法に簡単に拡張できることも示す。

キーワード 製造ばらつき、ポストシリコンチューニング、プログラマブル遅延素子、クロックスキュー、遅延同
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Abstract The post-silicon tuning introducing programmable delay elements (PDEs) to mitigate the manu-

facturing variability on the delay is promising. This work presents a novel PDE based on the channel-length

decomposition, and reveals that it contributes to the low-power and low-variability comparing with a conventional

inverter-chain-type. In addition, in a model of a clock tree along with the PDEs, we propose a mechanism for

post-silicon tuning of a skew between a pair of flip-flops by a multilevel DLL employing our PDEs of multiple

delay steps. In experiments, our proposed mechanism provides a high tunability even under the variability of

PDE itself. Furthermore, we demonstrate our mechanism can be extended to the clock skew distribution to

reduce the peak current.

Key words manufacturing variability, post-silicon tuning, programmable delay element, clock skew, de-

lay-locked-loop circuit

1. Introduction

A timing error caused by the manufacturing variability

is becoming critical for digital circuits. Hence, it is used to

resolve the timing error by the post-silicon tuning technol-

ogy [1] [7] [8]. A programmable delay element (PDE) is one

of fundamental technologies used in the post-silicon tuning,

and it can generate various delays by controlling the num-

ber of active delay elements from the outside of the chip.

If we place PDEs on a path from a clock source driver to

each flip-flop (FF), we can change the arrival time at the

FF after manufacturing. It is well known that the linearity

and the relative accuracy are significant characteristics for

PDEs.

For the post-silicon delay tuning, however, a PDE should

be paid attention to its variability and should be quite a

low-power when it is used in a clock network. In addition,

because it is an important issue how to capture skews to

be tuned after manufacturing, we need to address a mech-

anism for tuning the skews by PDEs including how to set

the delay to PDE.

In this paper, we present a low-power and low-variability
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programmable delay elements as well as a mechanism for

clock skew tuning consistent with our PDEs. The contri-

butions of this paper are summarized as follows;

(A) - We propose a novel PDE employing channel length

decomposed transistors, like a clocked inverter, which is

composed of a series of pMOS subtransistors and that

of nMOS. Compared to a conventional inverter-chain-type

PDE which iterates charging and discharging, our PDE al-

ways only one charging or discharging when generating any

delay, so that it contributes to the low-power. Besides, be-

cause a series of channel-length decomposed subtransistors

is regarded as a large transistor, the size-dependent vari-

ability is suppressed to be low [2]. We verify the variabil-

ity by the Monte Carlo simulation. Plus, we fabricate the

PDEs with various sizes and demonstrate the measurement

results related to the linearity and the relative accuracy.

(B) - We provide a post-silicon skew tuning mechanism

introducing a multilevel delay locked loop (DLL) to syn-

chronize the timing at a clock source and a specified FF.

PDEs are placed from the source to the FF of a clock tree.

The key point is that our multilevel DLL configures a loop

by employing the series of PDEs placed on the clock tree.

(C) - We illustrate the tunability by our multilevel DLL

even when the PDE has a large variability. To our best

knowledge, this is the first work to consider the PDE itself

variability. In experiments, the Monte Carlo simulations

on 0.6um/3.3V and 0.18um/3.3V processes show that our

tuning mechanism can reduce the clock skews even though

the PDE in the clock tree is affected by the process variabil-

ity. Furthermore, we demonstrate the applicability of our

proposed mechanism to reduce peak current by the skew

distribution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section

2. describes the variability and power consumption of the

proposed PDE and the simulation and the measurement

results. Section 3. is devoted into describing a mechanism

to employ the multilevel DLL for reducing the clock skew

and demonstrating the simulation results under the PDE

variability. Section 4. concludes this work.

2. Programmable delay element

A timing design is essential for designs of digital circuits.

A programmable delay element (PDE) is a technology to

change the intrinsic delay after manufacturing, and it is

used for the post-silicon tuning to resolve a timing issue

due to the manufacturing variability.

Several types of PDEs have been proposed so far. The

most popular type is an inverter-chain-type as shown in

Fig. 1(a). It changes the number of buffers (B1-B4) from

the input to the output by selecting one of swiches S1 to S4.
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図 1 Existing PDE: (a) Inverter-chain-type, (b) capacitor-type

It has a good linearity of the delay and a useful model for

designs, but suffers from the power saving and the suppres-

sion of the variability. Another PDE is a capacitor-type as

shown in Fig. 1(b). It changes the amount of the load ca-

pacitance by controling the signal D1 to D4. This type can

save the power consumption, but needs the additional man-

ufacturing process for capacitor implementation. A MOS

transistor can be substituted for a capacitor, but it causes

a large variability.

This paper proposes a simple but new PDE with better

characteristics with respect to the power and the variabil-

ity.

2. 1 Channel-length decomposition PDE

A schematic of a PDE proposed in this paper is illus-

trated in Fig. 2. It is constituted, like a clocked inverter,

such that pMOS transistors of the same size are connected

in serial, as well as nMOS transistors. By the control

signals (D1-D8), the number of active transistors can be

changed, and it results in changing of the intrinsic delay.

Focusing on the series of pMOS transistors, we can regard

this series such that a large transistor is decomposed into a

set of subtransistors along the channel-length. The nMOS

transistors can be also regarded analogously. This is why

we call our PDE channel-length decomposition type.

Besides, since each subtransistor has the same channel-

length, the delay is proportional to the number of active

subtransistors passed by the current when charging or dis-

charging. Note that, in a DC model, a subtransistor is

regarded as a resistor, and the delay is proportional to the

RC value in the model when considering the first moment

of the circuit, like the Elmore delay model.

2. 2 Variability analysis

We analize the variability for our proposed PDE and an
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図 2 (a) Schematic of PDE, (b) Layout of PDE with decoder and buffer

inverter-chain-type as the existing PDE by the Monte Carlo

simulation. In the simulation, both PDEs have the same

size for each transistor, we observe the difference with re-

spect to the deviation of the variability distribution. The

transistor sizes are shown in Table 1. In addition, the vari-

ability to the control switch blocks for both PDEs are not

given.

The simulation is set by 5σ normal distribution where

(µ = 12µm, σ = 3µ) of pMOS and (µ = 6µm, σ = 3µ) of

nMOS with respect to the channel width of each transistor.

µ and σ are the average and the standard deviation, respec-

tively. The resultant distribution of the delay of each PDE

is shown in Fig. 3. It can be observed that σ of the distri-

bution for our proposed PDE is smaller than that for the

inverter-chain-type. This is because the transistor numbers

of the the inverter-chain-type PDE and our proposed PDE

corresponding to the same delay are 64 and 34, respectively.

表 1 Channel-size of each transistor of PDEs

pMOS nMOS

our PDE L=0.6[um], W=12[um] L=0.6[um], W=6[um]

Inverter-chain-type L=0.6[um], W=12[um] L=0.6[um], W=6[um]

2. 3 Power consumption analysis

The inverter-chain-type, current-stave-type, DCDE-

type, thyristor-type, and capacitor-type are known as the

conventional PDEs [3] [4] [5] [6]. Each circuit mechanism

can achieve a good linearity as shown in Fig. 4, although

it is hard for each to generate a specified absolute delay

value.

The inverter-chain is the most frequent type, and a charg-

ing and a discharging are repeated at every time when the

signal passes through each inverter of multi-stage. This

means the power consumption increases according to the

図 3 Variability of PDE and Inverter-chain

amount of delay to be generated. On the other hand, in

our PDE, a charging and a discharging occur only once even

when increasing the delay. As as result, our PDE achieves

the further low power consumption as shown in Fig. 5.

図 4 The linearity of the delay values generated by the inverter-

chain-type and our PDE

2. 4 Measurement result

We demonstrate the measurement results of various size

PDEs in Fig. 6. Each PDE provides a good linearity along

the code. These results imply the skews should be tune in

terms of not absolute delay values but relative values.
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図 5 The power consumption to Inverter-chain-type and our

PDE

図 6 The measurement result of the delay of our PDEs

3. Post-silicon skew tuning

In this section, we present a mechanism how to capture

a clock skew and how to tune the skew after manufacturing

by using our proposed PDE of channel-length decomposed

type.

3. 1 Multilevel delay locked loop

A key component of our mechanism for skew tuning is

DLL (Delay Locked Loop). Also, we propose a DLL circuit

incorporating channel-length decomposed PDEs, which is

called multilevel DLL. A diagram of the proposed multi-

level DLL is shown Fig. 7. The DLL detects the delay

difference between two input signals by PD (Phase Detec-

tor), and control the number of PDEs and the number of

active channels of each PDE according to the delay dif-

ference. The output the PDE is fed back as one of the

input signals, and the DLL gradually decreases the delay

difference. Because a total delay of PDEs should cover the

maximum delay difference, we introduce a series of eight

PDEs for delay tuning. We call it 8-level DLL shown Fig.

7.

3. 2 Mechanism for skew tuning

In post-silicon tuning, we place the PDE on a clock tree,

and align skews from a clock source to different FFs. Since

it is hard to measure the arrival time from the clock source

to the FF after chip fabrication, we need a circuit mecha-

nism to capture the skew.
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図 7 The proposed multilevel DLL: 8-level DLL

In a conventional tuning mechanism shown in [7] [8], a

connection with a phase detector (PD) to synchronize the

timing at FFs placed adjacently by using adjustable delay

buffer (ADB) on the clock tree. An example of the con-

ventional tuning mechanism is shown in Fig. 8(a). All FFs

are connected by a chain of input connections to PDs. This

idea contributes to reduce the number of ADBs and PDs as

well as the wire-length of the connection for the PD. How-

ever, it could occur that a slight skew between adjacent

FFs after tuning is transmitted and accumulated, and it

results in a large skew between FFs apart from each other.

In this paper, we introduce a mechanism employing the

multilevel DLL with our PDE. In our mechanism, a series

of PDEs is shared by the clock tree and the DLL. An ex-

ample of our mechanism is shown in Fig. 8(b). The PDEs

are placed on the clock tree, but they are low-power as de-

scribed above. Besides, unlike [7] [8], we make a connection

with a PD of a multilevel DLL between each FF and the

junction of the tree as well as between each junction and

the clock source. This means each FF is synchronized with

the timing at the clock source, and it does not occur a large

skew even for FFs apart from each other.

phase detector
normal buffer
adjustable delay buffer/programmable delay element

(a) (b)

図 8 (a) Conventional tuning mechanism, (b) Proposed tuning

mechanism
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3. 3 Simulation for skew tuning

In this section, we illustrate the tunability by our mul-

tilevel DLL under the variability of the PDE itself. In

our simulation, we compare two cases, Case1 and Case2

as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively.

Case1: This case assumes a clock tree has no tuning mech-

anism. In a path from the clock source to the FF (FF-A),

buffers are placed Buf-A1 and Buf-A2. As well, Buf-B1 and

Buf-B2 are placed on a path to FF-B.

Case2: This case is for the tunability by our mechanism.

A signal from the clock source is input to the multilevel

DLL, and the output of the DLL is connected to FF-A via

the PDE-A. In addition, a signal from a point just after

PDE-A is also input to the DLL for the synchronization.

An analogous connection is configured for PDE-B and FF-

B. The mechanism provides a real-time tunability for clock

skews.

As a preliminary, we give the size of each buffer is shown

in Table 2 and observe the waveforms at the input of FF-A

and FF-B in both cases. As shown in Table 3, the skew be-

tween FF-A and FF-B in Case2 is much smaller than that

in Case1.

図 9 Case1: Skew when I gave a buffer variability

図 10 Case2:Skew adjustment between the FF by conventional

DLL

表 2 Buffer size

buffer nMOS W/L(µm) pMOS W/L (µm)

Buf-A1 2.8×4/0.7 5.6×4/0.6

Buf-A2 2.8×2/0.7 5.6×2/0.6

Buf-B1 2.8×8/0.7 5.6×8/0.6

Buf-B2 2.8×2/0.7 5.6×2/0.6

表 3 Skew of between FF and FF

FF-A FF-B skew

Case1 0.48ns 1.17ns 0.69ns

Case2 0.14ns 0.25ns 0.11ns

3. 4 Simulation under PDE variability

One of the most important motivations of the post-silicon

tuning is to resolve the variability issue. However, most of

studies related to the post-silicon tuning do not pay atten-

tion to the PDE itself variability. This is the first work to

consider the PDE itself variability.

As for two cases shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we ap-

ply the Monte Carlo simulation under the assumption that

Buf-A1, Buf-A2, Buf-B1 and Buf-B2 have the variation,

and observe the skew distribution between FF-A and FF-

B.

We use the channel-width as the variability parameters

for the buffers(Case1) and PDEs(Case2) on the clock tree.

The numbers of transistors given the variability is 112

and 128 for Case1 and Case2, respectively. The transis-

tor size of the buffers (Case1) and PDEs (Case2) are the

same as pMOS is W/L = 12u/1.5u, and nMOS is W/L =

6u/2u. Besides, for both cases, the fluctuation of channel-

width is described as PMOS(W) = AGAUSS(12u 4u 5) and

NMOS(W) = AGAUSS(6u 2u 5)) in the HSPICE simula-

tion. Changing the parameters, 1000 times simulations are

executed.

The resultant distributions of the skews by the simulation

on 0.6um/3.3V and on 0.18um/3.3V processes are shown

in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively. Our mechanism can

obviously reduce the deviation of the skew for both pro-

cesses, but the effect for the tunability (i.e. the difference

between Case1 and Case2) on the finer process (0.18um)

is much larger that on the 0.6um process. On the other

hand, even for every case, we cannot achieve a complete

zero skew. This means a conventional tuning mechanism

in [7] [8] has a risk of increasing a skew between FFs apart

from each other.
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図 11 Variability of Case1 VS Case2

3. 5 Skew distribution mechanism

It is known that a clock speed can be accelerated by con-
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図 12 Variability of Case1 VS Case2 (0.6um)
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図 13 Variability of Case1 VS Case2 (0.18um)

trolling of skews of FFs [9] [10]. Furthermore, an appropri-

ate skew distribution to FFs can contribute to the peak cur-

rent reduction [11]. As described in this paper, however, the

variability of PDE itself makes it difficult to distribute ap-

propriate skews to FFs. Then, we introduce PDEs nearby

the clock source to generate the specified skews. At the

point x0 in Fig. 14, four PDEs, d1, d2, d3, and d4 are

added as shown in the figure. Note that a phase difference

of x0 and x1 is a skew. It means that the delays of d1,

d2, d3, and d4 correspond to the skews of FF groups, G1,

G2, G3, and G4, respectively. These PDEs also have the

variability, but they are placed closely each other as well as

a large size to reduce the variability.

4. Conclusion

We propose a low-power and low-variability pro-

grammable delay elements and clarify the performance by

simulation and measurement. Introducing the PDE, we

present a post-silicon tuning mechanism along with the

multilevel DLL. The DLL configures a loop by employing

the series of PDEs placed on the clock tree, and attains the

low variability even though the PDE itself in the clock tree

is affected by the variability. In the comparison with a con-

ventional clock skew tuning mechanism, the simulation re-

sult demonstrates the higher tunability of our mechanism.
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図 14 Skew distribution in a clock network

In addition, we demonstrate our proposed mechanism can

apply to various clock systems by easy extensions.
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